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Role of official development aid 
• There are currently doubts as to the role of official development aid 

(ODA) and whether, by itself, it can effectively contribute to poverty 
reduction and to the promotion of development in poor countries. 
While people continue to migrate, especially in recent years, because 
of the deep financial crisis, traditional donor countries are minimizing 
ODA. This situation is accelerating the rhythm of integration of new 
elements into the development agenda.  

• There is a belief that it is increasingly inevitable that ODA policies 
will have to be combined with other elements, such as trade, 
investment, agriculture or education. That is, mainly with other areas 
or domains which impact directly or indirectly on development and 
with the interventions of private stakeholders on behalf of poor 
countries. 
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Globalization and Migration 
• The cross border movement of people is not regulated by an 

international regime but rather is an expression of national sovereignty. 
However migration is a transnational phenomenon and one country 
alone cannot hope to solve the rising number of challenges it poses. 

• Globalization leads more and more to strong linkages between 
migration and other policy areas, such as trade, investment, human 
rights, education, development and security and has an impact on the 
sovereign right to determine who enters and stays on the territory.  

• Switzerland advocates for the  inclusion of developmental aspects in 
Swiss migration policy. 

• Swiss Migration Partnerships are the model instrument for the 
inclusion of development and other aspects such as trade, investment, 
education and human rights amongst others.  

•   
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
It is estimated that upwards of 200 million people are currently living in a country that is not their home. The fall of the Iron Curtain and the subsequent armed conflicts in the Balkans and in Africa have contributed to an increase in migratory flows. Migrants are usually in search of better job prospects and consequently a better life. Migration has consequences for both the country of origin and the destination country. In the country of origin, migration can lead to skills shortages, while the destination countries are able to fill gaps in their labour force. On the other hand, the home countries can benefit from the money transferred by migrants to their relatives in the country, and from the knowledge transfer of those who return. Migration can cause citizens in the host countries to feel threatened, however.If migrants enter a country illegally, they are not protected by labour laws and run the risk of being exploited or becoming the victims of human trafficking.



Development and Migration 

 
• Goal is development, achieve MDGs, migrate from choice, not 

necessity 
– Faster development with freer trade and investment? Generally yes 
– Less migration with freer trade and investment? Maybe 
– Trade and migration = substitutes, goods embody labor 
– Trade and migration = complements, migration hump 
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Source: Phil Martin, 2009 



Migration Hump 
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Source: Phil Martin, 2009 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Source:  RECESSION AND MIGRATION:A NEW ERA FOR LABOR MIGRATION?http://unctad.org/en/docs/emditctncd_04_en.pdf 
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Migration Hump		Same policies that can reduce migration in the long term can increase migration in the short termFreer trade and investment good for development, but are NOT necessarily a short-term remedy for unwanted migration (NAFTA)Need for cooperation to manage any increased migration during the hump to avoid a backlash	



International Coordination 
• Switzerland’s migration partnership agreements were conceived as a 

new simple and flexible steering tool for migration. 
• Awareness of the need to approach migration in a spirit of partnership 
• Border security, visa relaxation, readmission and development aid are 

combined within a single package agreement. 
• The framework for concluding these partnerships with migrant source 

or transit countries is Article 100 of the Swiss Alien Act of 2008. 
• Beyond this legal basis, there is an official strategy to fill the concept 

with content or direction. Switzerland seeks to establish migration 
partnerships with those countries from which it receives large numbers 
of migrants and with those to whose development it wishes to  
contribute, for example Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia, Kosovo, 
Nigeria and Tunisia.  
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Das IAM-Plenum erstellt für das EJPD und das EDA jährlich einen Tätigkeitsbericht zuhanden des Bundesrates. Der Bericht soll als Grund-lage für die Festlegung der migrationsaussenpolitischen Prioritäten für das Folgejahr oder auch mittelfristig dienen. Er kann auch als Grundlage für Berichte zuhanden des Parlaments verwendet werden.As international migration intensified and became more complex, the traditional bilateral dialogue that Switzerland conducted on migration came up against certain limits. At the national level too the question of migrationincreasingly affects many aspects of both domestic and foreign policy. It is in this context that the Federal Council (government) commissioned in 2003 a working group to identify ways of optimally using foreign policy instruments to promote a global migration policy. One result was an awareness of the need to approach migration in a spirit of partnership and to create a real platform for exchanges and coordination between all the actors involved. So Switzerland created the migration partnership, a simple and flexible instrument.Switzerland considers it useful for representatives of the countries of origin and the destination countries to discuss the opportunities and the challenges of migration. It has therefore developed the innovative approach of establishing migration partnerships which put the emphasis squarely on cooperation and launching joint initiatives. Representatives of Switzerland and a country of origin meet for discussions at least once a year. The  dialogue essentially revolves around the following issues: What can be done to encourage the voluntary return and reintegration of migrants in their home country? How can the migration authorities in the country of origin be strengthened? What can be done to prevent irregular migration? How can migrants be better integrated in the host country and how can they be protected from human trafficking? What can both countries do to promote economic development in the country of origin in order to lessen migratory pressures? And finally: how can the destination country help migrants acquire the knowledge and skills that they can use when they return home?



Swiss Migration Partnerships 
What are the key elements of such Migration Partnerships? 

 
• The concept of the migration partnerships is set out in article 100 of 

the Federal Law on Foreigners, which charges the Federal Council to 
promote bilateral and multilateral migration partnerships with other 
countries. 

• Migration partnerships are designed to be long-term and to continue 
for as long as it benefits the partner States.  

• They are formalized either by means of a treaty (binding agreement 
under international law) or by a memorandum of understanding (non-
binding agreement under international law or letter of intent). 
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Migration partnerships: win-win opportunitiesSwitzerland uses migration partnerships as a mechanism to discuss the problems and opportunities of migration with the governments in migrants’ home countries. Joint action is then taken, with benefits for both parties.Joint projects provide better information in the country of origin on the opportunities and risks of migrating. In addition, reintegration measures for returning migrants are encouraged in the form of help with finding jobs or start-up assistance for setting up in business. The host country can contribute to the education and training of migrants, and procedures for transferring money can be simplified.Source: http://www.eda.admin.ch/etc/medialib/downloads/edazen/doc/publi/ppese.Par.0005.File.tmp/Fuer_Frieden,_Menschenrechte_und_Sicherheit_FR.pdf#page=27



Content 
• The content of a migration partnership is flexible and varies from one 

partnership to the next, since it reflects the specific interests of the 
particular partners.  

• Essential aspects of migration partnerships include projects and 
programmes that have a concrete bearing on questions related to 
immigration and emigration, such as, for instance, in the following 
areas: 

• Promotion of voluntary return and reintegration 
• Strengthening of state structures in the country of origin  
• Prevention of irregular migration  
• Legal migration  
• Support in the fight against human trafficking 
• Migration and development  
• Integration of migrants in the host country 
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
The concrete framework of a migration partnership program depends on the context of its implementation and remains open to various interpretations and approaches. Depending on the particular case, it may be limited to few core elements of migration policies such as a readmission agreement and voluntary return assistance programs. On the opposite end, it can open the gate to broader cooperation including structural aid and development, conflict prevention and good governance in the partner country. Among constituting elements, one can mention the support for migration management in the origin country, changes in the visa regime, stimulating reintegration of returnees, financial aid, conflict prevention and conflict transformation programs, access to education and measures facilitating the transfer of remittances to countries of origin.Promotion of voluntary return and reintegrationStrengthening of state structures in the country of origin (e.g. support to immigration authorities)Prevention of irregular migration (e.g. through information campaigns about the risks and the possibilities)Legal migration (e.g. visa policy as well as education and training)Support in the fight against human traffickingMigration and development (e.g. increasing the efficiency of remittances from migrants in the country of origin; encouraging the diaspora to make a contribution to the development of its country of origin)Integration of migrants in the host country



Global Approach to Migration 
 

• As part of a global approach : migration partnerships can also 
encompass other foreign policy and foreign policy activities of 
relevance to issues of migration, such as:  
 
– PROMOTION OF HUMAN RIGHTS, TRADE, INVESTMENT, 

EDUCATION, AGRICULTURE, SECURITY and others. 
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
As part of a global approach migration partnerships can also encompass other foreign policy activities of relevance to issues of migration (e.g. promotion of civilian peacekeeping, promotion of human rights, social security agreement).Legally there is no constraint not to include areas such trade, investment, public-privat partnershipsEverything that contributes to balancing the interests between the two (or more) partner-countries is within the legal possibilities – possible!



(W)hole of government approach  
 

• Interdepartmental approach :   
“In concrete terms the conclusion of a migration partnership is 
intended to ensure a coherent Swiss migration policy (“whole of 
government approach”) that operates in the interests of all partners by 
promoting the positive sides of migration whilst also providing a 
constructive framework within which to solve the challenges it poses 
(partnership approach)”. 

 

  (Source: Federal Office for Migration) 
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EU  
• Inclusion of certain elements of the partnership based approach in its 

common migration policies: 
– Tampere Summit in October 1999 
– Hague Programme 2004 

• European Commission stresses the need to focus the dialogue with 
partner countries on strategies aimed at reducing poverty and 
improving livi.ng conditions in countries of origin. 

• Cross-pillar dimension aiming at creating more coherent strategies 
• Based on a long-term strategy 
• EU member states also developed strategies based on partnership. 
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
At the Tampere Summit in October 1999, heads of governments identified migration partnerships as a key element of a common EU approach to migration and asylum. In the 2004 Hague Programme they reaffirmed the necessity to base the common migration policy on partnership, defining the notion as a major instrument to improve asylum systems, combat irregular migration or implement resettlement programmes as well a policy to return illegal immigrants to their country of origin.The EU’s approach is clearly based on the perceived links between migration and development.Thus, the European Commission stresses the need to focus the dialogue with partner countries on strategies aimed at reducing poverty and improving living conditions in countries of origin, for instance by creating a better framework to access higher education. A second vital element of the EU’s approach toward migration partnerships is its cross-pillar dimension aiming at creating more coherent strategies. The underlying idea is to define policies based on the cooperation between the Council, the Commission and different ministries of member states. Thus, migration partnerships in the EU are based on a long-term strategy.Support for institutional and legislative capacity-building, support for re-integration of returnees and dissemination of information about possibilities to work legally in the EU are some potential measures of an EU migration partnership. In Morocco, the European Union actively promoted the creation of a state migration authority concerned with improving various aspects of border management. EU member states also developed strategiesbased on partnership. Belgium for instance financed information campaigns in South- Eastern Europe aiming at warning potential migrants about the risks of irregular migration. A similar project was conducted in Kazakhstan and contributed to the reduction of the number of illegal migrants coming from that country to the EU.



Challenges 
• For a successful partnership, it is essential that the interests of both 

sides are taken into account in a partnership approach  
• Dialogue and mutual understanding are key elements of such 

partnership for more trust building.  
• Long-term and efficient migration strategy. 
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Perspectives for future developmentIn order to set up a successful partnership, it is essential that the interests of both sides are taken into account. For instance, countries of origin may be reluctant to sign a readmissiontreaty if their economy depends on remittances of migrant workers. As a consequence, they could be willing to focus the migration partnership on other aspects. Thus, dialogue and mutual understanding are key elements of such partnership. It must be stressed that the central idea is to create a platform for dialogue with partner countries in order to developa long-term and efficient migration strategy.When approached in a holistic way, migration partnerships may be seen as an opportunity to open new perspectives on the migration debate and create added value to conventionalmigration policy. In the case of Switzerland, there is well-founded hope that migration partnerships will bring about positive outcomes resulting from increased interdepartmentalcooperation, strengthen Switzerland’s position in negotiations with developing or transition countries and result in a more constructive dialogue and cooperation with partnercountries. It is also expected that migration partnerships will enhance global awareness of the links between migration and development.



Phil Martin says.. 
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